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Join us in our mission to
Empower girls through self-care

Zoey Koko was founded on the belief that building 
confidence and encouraging self expression in girls 
through self-care is essential.

After years of working as a medical esthetician, our 
founder Sara, decided to combine her expertise of 
skincare ingredients with her passion for empowering 
others. In 2018, Sara launched Zoey Koko, a skin friendly 
line of whimsical bath and body products.

Our collection of sensory inducing personal care 
products and accessories make girls shriek with delight, 
while skin does a happy dance experiencing the 
nourishing, high quality ingredients.

At Zoey Koko, we also donate a portion of every sale 
to the Big Sister Association to support the healthy 
development of all girls.
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Zoey Koko Displays

Woven Basket Bath Bomb Display 

Size:  13.5” L x 9.8 W” x  3.5” H
SKU: ZK1600
UPC: 756029738409
Price: $30 (or FREE with orders of 20+ Bath Bombs)

Glitter 3 Tier Acrylic Display 

Size:  12” L x 12” W x 18” H
SKU:  ZK1800
UPC: 756029738393
Price: $65 (or FREE with orders over $350)

Best Seller Bath & Body Package  

FREE Glitter 3 Tier Acrylic Display

20 Body Butters (8 Unicorn, 4 Mermaid, 4 
Birthday, 4 Sherbet)

20 (4 oz) Whipped Soaps (8 Unicorn, 4 Birthday, 
4 Mermaid, 4 Sherbet)

8 Bath Bombs (Unicorn Horn)

8 Bubble Bars (4 Sherbet, 4 Raspberry)

SKU:  ZK2000
UPC: 756029738416
Price: $360

Best Seller Bath Bomb Package

FREE Woven Basket Bath Bomb Display

4 Completely Qwackers

4 I Scream for Ice Cream 

4 Mermaid Kisses

4 Galaxy Galore

4 Unicorn Horn

SKU: ZK2100
UPC: 756029738423
Price: $84
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Layered Lotion 



Bubble Bar Pops
Bubble Bar Pop Display 

Size: 6” L x 6” W x 16” H
SKU:  ZK1700
UPC: 756029738386
Price: $45 
(or FREE with 60+ Bubble Bar Pops) 

Bubble Bar Pop Package

FREE Bubble Bar Pop Display

20 Watermelon

20 Blue Raspberry

20 Pink Lemonade

SKU:  ZK2200
UPC: 120394029402
Price: $210 



Our Bubble Bar Bath & Shower Pops are the coolest new tub time treat! Place 
it under warm running water to create a frothy, bubbly bath or use it as a 
creamy, nourishing soap. Loaded with Cocoa Butter and delicious fruit scents.

Watermelon 
Bubble Bar Pop 
Smells like: Juicy Watermelon

SKU:  ZK1153
Price: $3.50
Pack:  10

Blue Raspberry 
Bubble Bar Pop
Smells like: Blue Raspberry 
Cotton Candy

SKU: ZK1152
Price: $3.50
Pack:  10

Pink Lemonade 
Bubble Bar Pop
Smells like: Sun Ripened 
Strawberry and Lemon

SKU: ZK1151
Price: $3.50
Pack:  10

Bubble Bar Pops

“Zoey Koko was a brand new category for 
my store and brought sunshine and sales to 

our bath & body department!”
Julie Ritchie - The Toy Box Hanover
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* Our Bubble Bar Pops come beautifully wrapped in a clear bag with a gold tie and gift tag.



BFF Bath Bomb
Got a bestie? Celebrate the power of friendship with our 
BFF bath bomb that turns water into a gorgeous purple 
color while filling the air with a juicy mango scent.

SKU:  ZK1148
UPC#  756029738201

Hearts in a Jar Glitter Gel
What’s pink, glittery and full of love? Our Hearts in a Jar 
Glitter Gel, of course! Formulated in a light weight aloe 
vera base, this glitter gel is bursting with sparkle. Use on 
face, hair or body. Available in 2 oz and 4 oz sizes.

XOXO Bath Bomb
Give the gift of love and friendship with our XOXO bath 
bomb. Watch as water transforms into a majestic 
turquoise shade while the air fills with a juicy cucumber 
pear scent.

SKU:  ZK1147 
UPC#  756029738195

Friendship Collection
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Celebrate all thing friendship by showering your bestie with our colorful, fizzy 
bath bombs and sparkly heart glitter gel.

2 ounce
SKU:  ZK1146
UPC#  756029738171 

4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1145
UPC#  756029738188



Birthday Cake Whipped Soap 
Upgrade shower or bath time with this fluffy whipped soap. 
Coconut oil and shea butter leave skin hydrated while a 
delicious vanilla cake aroma fills the air.

Birthday Body Butter
Life is short so let’s party! Loaded with vitamin e and shea 
butter, this rich lotion effortlessly glides onto skin and leaves 
behind a yummy vanilla scent.

SKU:  ZK1138
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4

Birthday Sprinkles Gift Set
Celebrate your loved one’s birthday with all the sprinkles and 
bubbles a girl could want.

Includes: Birthday Whipped Soap (4 oz), Birthday Bubble Bar 
Scoop, Time to Party Bath Bomb

SKU:  ZK1158
Price:  $14.50
Pack:  3

Birthday Cupcake Bath Bomb
We’ve combined a bath bomb base with bubble bar frosting for the 
ultimate bath experience full of frothy bubbles and yellow fizz. 

SKU:  ZK1143 
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4

Birthday Collection
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4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1139
Price:  $6.50
Pack: 4

8 ounce
SKU:  ZK1140
Price:  $9.00
Pack: 4

BEST
SELLER



Unicorn

Unicorn Glitter Body Butter 
Brighten your day with unicorns! Loaded with vitamin e 
and shea butter, this rich lotion effortlessly glides onto 
skin and leaves behind a magical cotton candy scent.

SKU: ZK1101
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4

Unicorn Sugar Body Scrub
Unicorn lovers rejoice! Chock full of nourishing oils, this 
gentle sugar scrub exfoliates skin, leaving it oh-so-
smooth. A pink lemonade scent lingers behind. 

SKU:  ZK1111 
Price:  $7.00
Pack: 4

Unicorn Whipped Soap
Brighten your day with unicorns! Loaded with vitamin e 
and shea butter, this rich lotion effortlessly glides onto 
skin and leaves behind a magical cotton candy scent.

4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1112
Price:  $6.50
Pack: 4

8 ounce
SKU:  ZK1114
Price:  $9.00
Pack: 4
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Unicorn Horn Bath Bomb
Get fizzy with it! This rainbow-colored bath bomb creates loads 
of pink, green and yellow fizz, while infusing the room with hints of 
raspberry and pineapple.

SKU:  ZK1108
Price:  $4.00
Pack: 4

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER



Unicorn Kisses Gift Set
Why be ordinary when you can be a unicorn? Fulfill every 
girl’s unicorn desires and create hours of smiles with this 
gift set.

Includes: Unicorn Glitter Body Butter, Unicorn Whipped 
Soap (4 oz), Unicorn Horn Bath Bomb, Nail Polish in 
“Radiantly Rosy” pink and “Party Time” silver glitter, 
microfiber face towel, trinket box.

SKU:  ZK4401
Price:  $25.00
Pack: 3

Unicorn Wishes Gift Set
Bring a touch of unicorn magic to your loved one’s day 
with this must-have gift set bursting with all the rainbow 
colors, scents and skin friendly ingredients a girl could 
want.

Includes: Unicorn Whipped Soap (4 oz), Unicorn Sparkles 
Glitter Gel (1 oz), Unicorn Damage Free Hair Ties.

SKU:  ZK1156
Price:  $12.50
Pack: 3

Unicorn

Unicorn Damage Free Hair Ties
Unicorn hair is as easy as 1, 2, 3! Our set includes 5 hair ties with an 
assortment of glitter and unicorn patterns.

SKU:  ZK3301
Price:  $3.00
Pack: 6
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Mermaid
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Mermaid Kisses Bath Bomb
Take a dip with the mermaids! An airbrushed gold mica 
mermaid scale tops this stain free bath bomb as it 
transforms water into swirls of blue and purple. 

SKU:  ZK1106 
Price:  $4.00
Pack: 4

Mermaid Dreams Gift Set
Why be ordinary when you can be a mermaid? Fulfill 
every girl’s mermaid desires and create hours of smiles 
with this gift set.

Includes: Shimmering Mermaid Body Butter, Mermaid 
Whipped Soap (4 oz), Mermaid Kisses Bath Bomb,Nail 
polish in “Feelin a Little True” blue and “In Bloom” 
purple,microfiber face towel, trinket storage box.

SKU:  ZK4402
Price:  $25.00
Pack: 3 

Mermaid Magic Gift Set
Bring a touch of mermaid magic to your loved one’s day 
with this must-have gift set bursting with all the ocean 
colors, scents and skin friendly ingredients a girl could 
want.

Includes: Mermaid Whipped Soap (4 oz), Mermaid 
Sparkles Glitter Gel (1 oz), Mermaid Damage Free Hair 
Ties.

SKU:  ZK1157
Price:  $12.50
Pack: 3



Mermaid

Shimmering Mermaid Body Butter
Calling all mermaid lovers! Loaded with vitamin e and 
shea butter, this rich lotion effortlessly glides onto skin 
and leaves behind a juicy vanilla raspberry scent.

SKU:  ZK1103 
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4

Mermaid  Whipped Soap
Upgrade shower or bath time with this fluffy whipped 
soap. Coconut oil and shea butter leave skin hydrated 
while a vanilla raspberry aroma fills the air.

4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1113
Price:  $6.50
Pack: 4

8 ounce
SKU:  ZK1115
Price:  $9.00
Pack: 4
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Mermaid Damage Free Hair Ties
Mermaid hair is as easy as 1, 2, 3! Our set includes 5 
hair ties with an assortment of ocean and mermaid  
patterns.

SKU:  ZK3302
Price:  $3.00
Pack: 6

BEST
SELLER



Galaxy Glitter Body Butter 
Feel out of this world as you experience vibrant swirls 
topped with glitter and a pink bubblegum scent. Loaded 
with vitamin e and shea butter, this rich lotion effortlessly 
glides onto skin.

SKU:  ZK1102
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4

Stars in a Jar Bio Glitter Gel
Shine as bright as the stars with this biodegradable 
glitter gel.  Formulated in an aloe vera base, this gel 
takes sparkle to the next level.  Use on face, hair or body.

Cosmic Galaxy Bath Bomb
Feel like you’re in outer space as you watch midnight 
purple and royal blue swirls form from this stain free 
bath bomb. The aroma of vanilla raspberry engulfs the 
senses. Mission accomplished!

SKU:  ZK1107 
Price:  $4.00
Pack: 4

Galaxy
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2 ounce
SKU:  ZK1137
Price:  $4.00
Pack: 4

4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1117
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4

BEST
SELLER



Galaxy Galore Gift Set 
If you shoot for the moon and land among the stars, 
you’ll be sure to love our intergalactic gift set

Includes: Galaxy Glitter Body Butter, Stars in a Jar Bio 
Glitter Gel, Galaxy Bath Bomb,nail polish in “Stars in 
Orbit” teal glitter and “Night Time in Saturn” purple 
glitter,microfiber face towel, trinket storage box.

SKU:  ZK4403
Price:  $25.00
Pack: 3

Galaxy
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Pink Lemonade
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Pink Lemonade Whipped Soap
Transform shower or bath time into a delicious pink 
lemonade experience with this fluffy whipped soap. 
Organic shea butter leaves skin hydrated while a sun 
ripened strawberry and lemon aroma fills the air.

4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1160
Price:  $6.50
Pack: 4

8 ounce
SKU:  ZK1161
Price:  $9.00
Pack: 4

Pink Lemonade Body Butter
Have your skin feel like it’s walking on sunshine! Loaded 
with 98% organic ingredients, this rich cream hydrates 
skin while leaving behind a delightful strawberry 
lemonade scent.

SKU:  ZK1159 
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4



Watermelon Whipped Soap 
Upgrade shower or bath time with this fluffy whipped 
soap. Coconut oil and shea butter leave skin hydrated 
while a watermelon aroma fills the air. Available in 4 and 
8 ounce sizes. 

This colorful line is sure to bring all the smiles as the yummy scents fill the air. 
Once you’re done exploring our watermelon, black raspberry and rainbow 
sherbet offerings, we encourage you to dabble in all things sparkly with our 
glitter gels!

Watermelon Body Butter
Craving Summer? Experience a swirl of soft pink and 
green topped with glitter and the juiciest watermelon 
scent. Loaded with vitamin e and shea butter, this rich 
lotion effortlessly glides onto skin. 

SKU:  ZK1136 
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4

Watermelon Splash Bath Bomb Trio
Take a trip to watermelon heaven as you experience the 
pink and green swirls from these stain free bath bombs. 
The aroma of juicy watermelon engulfs the room, leaving 
you in pure bliss! Available in a 3 count x 5 oz set.

4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1118
Price:  $6.50
Pack: 4

8 ounce
SKU:  ZK1119
Price:  $9.00
Pack: 4

Watermelon
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SKU:  ZK1133 
Price:  $12.00
Pack: 3
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Black Raspberry
Black Raspberry Whipped Soap
Upgrade shower or bath time with this fluffy whipped 
soap. Coconut oil and shea butter leave skin hydrated 
while a black raspberry aroma fills the air. Available in 4 
and 8 ounce sizes.

4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1120
Price:  $6.50
Pack: 4

8 ounce
SKU:  ZK1121
Price:  $9.00
Pack: 4

Black Raspberry Sugar Scrub  
Ready to reveal brighter skin? Chock full of nourishing 
oils, this gentle sugar body scrub exfoliates skin, leaving it 
oh-so-smooth. A black raspberry scent lingers behind. 

SKU:  ZK1124 
Price:  $7.00
Pack: 4

Black Raspberry Body Butter 
Feel like a queen as you experience this royal purple swirl 
topped with glitter and a luscious black raspberry scent. 
Loaded with vitamin e and shea butter, this rich lotion 
effortlessly glides onto skin.

SKU:  ZK1134 
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4

Black Raspberry Bubble Bar
Make shower or bath time tons of fun by using this black 
raspberry scented bubble bar as a hydrating soap 
or crumble a piece under running water to produce 
fragrant, frothy bubbles.

SKU:  ZK1127 
Price:  $6.00
Pack: 4







Rainbow Sherbet Body Butter 
Dive into this vibrant, glitter topped swirl bursting with the 
scent of fruity goodness. Loaded with vitamin e and shea 
butter, this rich lotion effortlessly glides onto skin.

SKU:  ZK1135 
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4

Rainbow Sherbet Sugar Scrub 
Ready to reveal brighter skin? Chock full of nourishing 
oils, this gentle sugar body scrub exfoliates skin, leaving it 
oh-so-smooth. A delicious fruit scent lingers behind. 

SKU:  ZK1125 
Price:  $7.00
Pack: 4

Rainbow Sherbet Bubble Bar
Make shower or bath time tons of fun by using this fruit 
scented bubble bar as a hydrating soap or crumble a 
piece under running water to produce fragrant, frothy 
bubbles. 

SKU:  ZK1126 
Price:  $6.00
Pack: 4

Rainbow Sherbet
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Rainbow Sherbet Whipped Soap 
Upgrade shower or bath time with this fluffy whipped 
soap. Coconut oil and shea butter leave skin hydrated 
while a fruity aroma fills the air. 

4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1122
Price:  $6.50
Pack: 4

8 ounce
SKU:  ZK1123
Price:  $9.00
Pack: 4

BEST
SELLER

BEST
SELLER



Completely Qwackers Suprise Toy Bath Bomb
Make happy tub time memories with this adorable duck bath 
bomb. As you experience the soft pink fizz and the lemon sugar 
aroma, a surprise mini toy duck will be revealed.

SKU:  ZK1154 
Price:  $4.00
Pack: 4

Dream Chaser Bath Bomb (Discontinued)
The sky’s the limit with our ginormous Dream Chaser bath bomb! 
Watch the stream of rainbow fizz emerge in the tub,while a black 
raspberry scent uplifts you.

SKU:  ZK1109 
Price:  $5.00
Pack: 4

Fizzy Fun
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I Scream for Ice Cream Bath Bomb
Ice cream in the bath? Sure! This jumbo vanilla scented ice 
cream cone bath bomb will induce all the “oohs”and “ahhs” as it 
streams out the most gorgeous rainbow colors.

SKU:  ZK1132 
Price:  $5.00
Pack: 4

No Drama Llama Bath Bomb
Say “bye, bye!” to drama and “hello!” to fun with this bath bomb 
that smells of delicious, ripe mango and fizzes neon orange and 
purple colors.

SKU:  ZK1155
Price:  $4.25
Pack: 4



Hearts in a Jar Glitter Gel
What’s pink, glittery and full of love? Our Hearts in a Jar Glitter 
Gel, of course! Formulated in a light weight aloe vera base, this 
glitter gel is perfect for face, hair or body. 

Purple Crush Glitter Gel
Shine bright with shades of teal and purple glitter. Formulated in 
a light weight aloe vera base, this glitter gel is perfect for face, 
hair or body. 

Pinky Promise Glitter Gel
Sparkle and shine with this glitter gel bursting with shades of 
vibrant pink and orange.  Formulated in an aloe vera base, this 
gel kicks shimmer up a notch. Use on face, hair or body.  

Sparkle Festivities
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2 ounce
SKU:  ZK1129
Price:  $4.00
Pack: 4

4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1128
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4

2 ounce
SKU:  ZK1131
Price:  $4.00
Pack: 4

4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1130
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4

Dance Themed Damage Free Hair Ties
Get your hair ready with these damage free hair ties! Our sets 
includes 5 hair ties with an assortment of glitter and ballerina 
patterns.

SKU:  ZK3303
Price:  $3.00
Pack: 6

2 ounce
SKU:  ZK1146
Price:  $4.00
Pack: 4 

4 ounce
SKU:  ZK1145
Price:  $7.50
Pack: 4
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Black Raspberry Bubble Bar Gift Set
Life is a celebration, so let’s get bubbly! This gift set is 
perfect for girls who want to create a frothy bubble bath 
or use the scented black raspberry bubble bar as a 
hydrating soap.

Includes:Black Raspberry Bubble Bar, purple loofah, 
sequin bag

SKU:  ZK4405
Price:  $12.50
Pack: 3

Gift sets that are sure to get all the “oohs” and “ahhs” as you experience the 
magical goodness of our bubble bars and whipped soaps!

Rainbow Sherbet Bubble Bar Gift
Life is a celebration, so let’s get bubbly! This gift set is 
perfect for girls who want to create a frothy bubble bath 
or use the rainbow sherbet scented bubble bar as a 
hydrating soap.

Includes:Black Raspberry Bubble Bar, purple loofah, 
sequin bag

SKU:  ZK4404
Price:  $12.50
Pack: 3

Stay Sweet Whipped Soap
Transform your bathroom into a magical paradise with 
moisturizing shea butter and fruity aromas. Our whipped 
soap has a rich and buttery feel to it, making your 
shower or bath time so much more fun!

Includes: Rainbow Sherbet Whipped Soap, Watermelon 
Whipped Soap, Black Raspberry Whipped Soap.

SKU:  ZK4406 
Price:  $20.00
Pack: 3

Bubble Fun
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Why choose boring body lotion when you can experience multi colored layers 
of bliss? Our Layered Lotion collection contains moisture rich ingredients and 
is infused with positive vibes, to give every girl that extra boost of confidence.

Daydreamer Body Lotion 
Experience rainbow colored layers that leave a sun 
ripened strawberry scent lingering on the skin. Loaded 
with aloe vera and vitamin e, this lotion absorbs quickly 
and leaves skin hydrated.

SKU:  ZK1105
Price:  $8.00
Pack: 4

Stargazer Body Lotion
Experience vibrant colored layers bursting with a fruity 
floral scent.  Loaded with aloe vera and vitamin e, this 
lotion absorbs quickly and leaves skin hydrated.

SKU:  ZK1104
Price:  $8.00
Pack: 4

Layered Lotion 

Zoey’s Comet Body Lotion 
Experience colorful swirls that are bursting with a pink 
lemonade scent . Loaded with aloe vera and vitamin e, 
this lotion absorbs quickly and leaves skin hydrated.

SKU:  ZK1144
Price:  $8.00
Pack: 4



FREE DISPLAY 
with purchase of 30 polishes

SKU: ZK1900 
UPC: 033255833796



Channel your inner Picasso with our Mani Magic nail polish collection.  With a 
variety of vibrant shades, the smooth application, and quick dry formula, nails 
get that perfect pop of color.

Kid Friendly Nail Polish
Sparkle, shimmer and shine with our pigment 
rich polishes. Because nail painting should be 
both safe and fun, our formula does not contain 
Formaldehyde, Toluene and DiButyl Phthalate 
(DBP). An easy to grip handle means less spills 
and more play.

SKU:  ZK2201 
Price:  $4.25
Pack: 6

Mani Magic

Feeling a 
Little True

Radiantly
Rosy

Night Time 
in Saturn

Stars in 
Orbit

Party
Time

In 
Bloom
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EMPOWERING
GIRLS THROUGH

SELF-CARE

www.zoeykoko.com
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The Zoey Koko Promise
Whether it’s tub time fun, experiencing the yummy 

aromas of our body lotions or getting creative with our 
nail polish, you can be sure that Zoey Koko has health and 
safety in mind when developing our line. That’s why 100% 
of our bath and body products are handcrafted in the 

USA, using the most gentle ingredients we can find. This 
means more giggling and playing, less worries.
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